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Introduction to Permaculture
Permaculture can be described as regenerative ecological design, which strives to improve the land and
communities by integrating principles of nature to maximize yields and reduce wastes. Permaculture
designs endeavor to integrate all components of the ecosystem in a holistic approach to sustainable
living and practice (Mars, 2003). Therefore, permaculture is primarily a design system that emphasizes
relationships. The outcome of a good design should include sustainable land use strategies, established
systems for food production, restoration of degraded lands, integration and harmony of all living things
on the site, and minimal consumption of energy (Mars, 2003).
Permaculture started out as permanent agriculture and thus focused on the growth and development of
perennial food crops. Now permaculture is thought of as permanent culture, incorporating all aspects of
human beings and human settlements (Mars, 2003). The ultimate design brings together what is best for
the land and what is best for the people who live there, emphasizing self-reliance and cooperation
within the community.
Appendix A describes the ethics, design elements, and design principles used by permaculturists.
Elements and principles are followed by examples relevant to this design. These are ways that the client
could improve his development of the land to integrate permaculture principles.

Client Description
The client is a retired wildlife biologist living in Anchorage, Alaska. He and his wife live in the city and
own a 2.25 acre lot in Creekview Estates on Rabbit Creek Road near the intersection with Goldenview
Drive. The lot is primarily for recreation purposes, and the client does not intend to live at the site as the
primary year-round residence. The client travels for pleasure and also owns a home in Juneau and a
cabin in Port Alexander, where he and his wife homesteaded upon first arrival in Alaska over 30 years
ago. This property is a place to retreat, relax, work on projects, and entertain friends, family, and
grandchildren.
The client appreciates nature and wishes to preserve the natural and wild qualities of his property,
emphasizing solitude, quiet, and the conservation of wildlife habitat. His goal is enjoyment of nature and
accordingly he does not want to spend all of his time in one area of the property. He would like to have
a reason to visit all four corners of the property on a regular basis using pathways and boardwalks
instead of a long driveway accessing the far reaches of the lot.
He values sustainability and is interested in developing one or more modest small buildings using local
and on-site materials. The client has considered selling the property, which is yet to be determined. He
does not need to develop the property to cater to future potential buyers, but does want to preserve
options, where possible, that would not preclude a buyer from being interested.
Initial conversations with the client led to the assessment of wants and needs for the property shown in
Figure 1. More details are in Appendix B, the Client Interview.
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Figure 1. Initial assessment of the client’s needs and wants for the design.

Site Description
Lot 3 Creekview Estates is located along Rabbit Creek Road, four lots east of the intersection with
Goldenview Drive. The size of the lot is 2.25 acres. The north end borders Rabbit Creek Road and Little
Rabbit Creek runs through the south end of the lot. The neighboring two lots to the east, which are not
visible fromLot 3, are owned by a young couple that is currently developing access and eventually a
year-round home. The three lots to the west have not yet been purchased.
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The lot has not previously been developed or disturbed. It is naturally vegetated and much of the lot has
a wild quality and feeling of solitude. The client has cleared vegetation on the upper area of the lot. Soil
is clean and water appears to be clean as well, but has not been tested for contaminants. The property
is forested with boreal species typical of the region. Appendix C has photos of the site.

Community and Region Description
The Rabbit Creek area of the Anchorage Bowl is located 12 miles south of downtown Anchorage in the
area known as the “Hillside”. The area feels separate from Anchorage because it is rural and
disconnected from the highly developed downtown area of the city. However, it is not a functioning
separate community, as there are no stores or community centers present and all goods must be
purchased in Anchorage. The Hillside is a residential area with beautiful views of Anchorage, Cook Inlet,
the Kenai Peninsula, and the Chugach Mountains. There are many expensive homes built on lots about 1
to 5 acres in size. The Hillside is about 500’ to 1500’ above sea level, so winter comes one or two weeks
earlier than it does in the city, and spring comes one or two weeks later. The Hillside experiences severe
wind storms in winter and has a greater amount of snowfall than areas near sea level. The area is safe
from tsunami, and in the case of Little Rabbit Creek, it is safe from flood. Earthquakes, wildfire, volcanic
eruption, and windstorms are the prevalent threats.

Observation of Main Elements
I spent time on the property on numerous occasions during summer months, from June to August.
During this time I recorded observations to sort out the major functions of the land. After a few visits, I
grouped observations and relationships into several categories: aesthetics, water, vegetation, privacy,
climate, energy, topography, wildlife, soil, and neighborhood. Then I documented the relationships
between each primary function, recording how each affects and is affected by the others. The
relationships between these functions are documented in Appendix D.
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Figure 2. Example of the relationship between vegetation and other primary functions.

Value Trees
Another step in the process was the evaluation of the values, goals, and criteria that are important for
the design.
•
•
•

Criteria – a standard of judgment or criticism; a rule or principle for evaluating or testing
something.
Value – A principle, standard or quality considered worthwhile or desirable.
Goal – The result or achievement toward which effort is directed; aim; end.

To do this I used a technique called triangulation. This involved having three or more way of knowing
that a goal or action is right. First, I reviewed observations of the land and conversations with the client
to pull out a list of keywords.
Next, I organized those keywords into “value trees”, a type of flowchart of ideas. I did this three times:
once based on the input of the client, once based on the input of the designer, and once based on the
input of the land (information from site visits). Figure 3 is a summary of this process.
Finally, I cross-referenced the three value trees to identify similar themes. After evaluating value trees, I
drafted a short narrative summary called the Design Concept. The concept statement is the set of values
and goals from which the detailed design follows.
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Figure 3. Values, goals, and criteria for the design based on needs of the client, designer, and the land.
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Design Concept

The land is natural, with the essence of wildness down slope along the creek and beautiful ocean and
mountain views from the topographic bench up top near the road. The client will use the land as a
recreational space, either alone or with friends and family, to retreat from the city. This will include a
small structure for sleeping and cooking, and an outdoor gathering space. The client values naturalness,
privacy, and wildlife, with goals of maintaining habitat connectivity, and utilizing natural building
materials and renewable sources of heat and power.

Functions, Systems, and Elements of the Design

Based on the Design Concept, and using the detail provided in the Value Trees, I came up with a list of
functions, systems, and elements needed to implement the design.
•
•
•

Functions that should be provided include shelter, recreation, access, privacy, waste
management, food, water, and energy.
Systems are what provide these functions. Systems include things like a cabin, windbreaks, fire
pit, and garden.
Elements are building blocks of the systems. For example, the small cabin might have elements
including utilizing logs from the property for building, a passive solar design, natural clay/straw
insulation, and heat using a rocket stove.

Figure 4 is a more complete list of functions, systems, and elements of this design.
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Figure 4. Functions, systems, and elements of the design.

Site Assessment Using Map Overlays
Next, I assessed the land using map overlays. I used GIS for maps of Climate (sun arcs, solar radiation),
Microclimate (aspect), Aesthetics & Experience (viewshed) and Landform (slope). I used a 10 m digital
elevation model (DEM) (U.S. Geological Survey, 2013) and ESRI’s Spatial Analyst (Environmental Systems
Research Institute, 2012) for these calculations. Contour lines and property zones were digitized from
the plat map of the property. I collected GPS location data and utilized satellite imagery for the Water,
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Infrastructure, and Vegetation & Wildlife maps. I collected and tested soil samples for the Soils map. The
maps of Aesthetics & Experience and Access & Circulation were based primarily on observations during
site visits.
The following map overlays are organized by the Scale of Permanence (Yeomans, 1958), from most to
least permanent, which equates with hardest to easiest to change. Map overlays are in Appendix E.

Climate
The climate pattern is affected by the northern latitude of the property and proximity to the
Chugach Mountains and Cook Inlet. On site, climate is primarily a function of topography, which
determines elevation, slope, aspect, and wind patterns. Climate affects and is affected by
vegetation. It also affects the type of wildlife present, and the soil (moisture, texture) and water
(snow, runoff). Climate is a major determining factor in energy use, such as heating, capability
for growing food, and amount of electricity needed in the home.
At 61⁰ north latitude, climate varies greatly between seasons. Total daylight hours on summer
solstice (June 21) are 19.5, and at winter solstice (December 21) are only 5.5. The typical
growing season is about 100 days long (14 weeks), from June 1 to September 7. This area is in
plant hardiness zone 4b, with winter temperatures down to -20⁰ to -25⁰ F (USDA Agricultural
Service Center, 2013). Total precipitation is 16” annually with an average annual snowfall of 72”
(Western Regional Climate Center, 2013). Between 1952 and 2006, snowfall ranged from 30” to
133” (Western Regional Climate Center, 2013). In seven months of winter (October to April),
44% of the precipitation falls, compared to 56% falling during five months of summer (May to
September). Temperatures are usually coldest in January, averaging a low/high of 9⁰/22⁰ F, but
can be as low as -34⁰ F. Temperatures are usually warmest in July, averaging a low/high of
52⁰/65⁰ F, but can reach 85⁰ F (Western Regional Climate Center, 2013).
In summer, the sun circles the property, beginning in the northeast early in the morning and
ending in the northwest late at night. The upper bench is most open to sunlight because of the
cleared vegetation and flat to shallow slope. The middle slope receives less direct sunlight due
to vegetation, but because of the south and southwest-facing aspect, it receives more solar
radiation. The northeast portion of the middle slope receives the most solar radiation on the lot.
The floodplain area receives solar radiation similar to the upper bench, but has less direct
sunlight due to vegetation. The north-facing slope receives the least solar radiation.
In winter, the sun is low on the horizon, and moves in a small arc from south-southeast to southsouthwest. The values of the two climate maps are very different—a maximum of 5342 watt
hours per square meter per day (Wh/m2/day) on June 21 and a maximum of 1 Wh/m2/day on
December 21. In winter the solar radiation is highest at the northeast portion of the middle
slope (the same as in summer) and does not reach most of the lower portion of the property. In
winter the upper bench may appear to be the area with the most light because of the cleared
vegetation and far view of the horizon across the inlet.
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Fire direction in summer could come from any area downslope, but is unlikely to come from
across Rabbit Creek Road. Wind in the summer tends to come from the direction of Cook Inlet
to the west, and in the winter tend to come from the Chugach Mountains in the east. Winter
wind storms can reach up to 100 mph.

Microclimate
Microclimate is a result of climate, landform, and vegetation. The map displays aspect for the
four landform areas. The upper bench is primarily west-facing. This area is very open, sunny, and
hot, usually with a gentle breeze. The middle slope faces south and southwest. It receives the
most solar radiation but is cooler because it is shaded by tall trees. The floodplain is nearly flat,
but slopes gently to the west and southwest. This area is cooler because it is partially shaded
and near the stream. The floodplain is frequented by mosquitos in early summer. The northfacing slope faces primarily northwest.

Landform
Landform is the shape of the land created by its topography. The lot ranges in elevation from
645’ to 730’. Four landforms characterize the site. At the north end of the property, the highest
elevation area is relatively flat (gently west sloping), forming a topographic bench, labeled upper
bench. Below the bench is a slope that forms the middle of the property. This middle slope
drops about 50’ with some relatively flat terraces along the way. At the bottom of the slope is a
flat floodplain area associated with the creek. This is not a FEMA-mapped flood area, meaning
that the flood risk from Little Rabbit Creek is less frequent than once every 500 years
(Municipality of Anchorage, 2013).

Water
Little Rabbit Creek flows through the property. The creek forms a portion of the east boundary
of the lot. From there it turns and flows southwest through the bottom of the property. The
creek cuts an approximately 400’ line through the property, making it a major feature of the lot.
There is a permanent structure setback of 85’ from the creek, as well as a 25’ zone where no
trees can be cut. There are no standing water or wetlands on the lot.

Legal Issues & Zones
Little Rabbit Creek is a major feature of the property. There is a 25’ Stream Maintenance and
Protection Buffer along the creek where trees cannot be cut. Adjacent to that buffer on the
north side of the creek is a 30’ Greenbelt Trail Corridor Easement that should be left unimpeded
to foot traffic. No permanent structures can be built within a total 85’of the stream. These
restrictions limit the buildable space to 50% of the lot. At the north end of the lot, a 10’ T&E
Easement has telephone, electric, and gas lines present. On the upper bench there is an
Approved Wastewater System Location.
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Access & Circulation
The flow of movement on the property relates to infrastructure, water, and wildlife corridors.
The property is accessed from Rabbit Creek Road, a major thoroughfare connecting the
neighborhood to the Seward Highway. Cars enter from the road down a short driveway with
parking space for about two cars. From there, visitors are drawn to walk east toward a picnic
area, then down slope toward the creek. Here, a wildlife trail (which appears to be primarily
used by moose) follows the creek, through the floodplain area, then back up the slope toward
the neighbor’s property. Little Rabbit Creek flows south along the eastern boundary of the
property, then cuts west across the southern end of the property. The north-facing slope is not
often accessed due to the stream.

Vegetation & Wildlife
Vegetation on the site is native, and, except for an area that has been cleared of trees on the
upper bench area of the lot, it is naturally growing. The primary tree species are white spruce
and birch, and there are also cottonwood and mountain hemlock. Shrubs include alder,
mountain ash, pushki, willow, blueberry, cranberry, elderberry, raspberry, Alaska rose, and
currant. There are also ferns, forbs, and grasses, such as fireweed, horsetail, and cinquefoil
Spruce bark beetles and high winds have killed many spruce trees which are standing dead or
have fallen, leaving a plethora of firewood. Vegetation varies among the four landform areas of
the site, but overall has boreal forest vegetation typical of the Anchorage Bowl. An area where
Vaccinium species grow appears to be a good location for a food forest.
Wildlife on the site includes moose, probably snowshoe hare and red squirrel, and potentially
black bear, brown bear, fox, coyote, porcupine, and lynx. Bird species observed on-site included
yellow-rumped warbler, dark-eyed junco, hermit thrush, black-capped chickadee, and alder
flycatcher. Bird species observed flying past were bald eagle, common redpoll, black-billed
magpie, and merlin. There is much moose sign on the property, and a pronounced wildlife trail
which appears to be used primarily by moose. Moose have recently bedded down in the
floodplain area near the creek.

Infrastructure
The property is very natural, and there is little infrastructure present. A short gravel driveway
has been made with parking space for about two cars. At the entrance to the driveway near
Rabbit Creek Road, a culvert is in place to allow water runoff to pass. A 10’ T&E corridor runs
along the northern edge of the lot. Here, electric and telephone lines are in place overhead, and
a gas line runs underground. Vegetation has been cleared on the upper bench, and a picnic table
is present. A line of informal social trails and wildlife trails connects the upper bench to the
lower portion of the property and back up to the top near the driveway.
Infrastructure that will be built will have a great effect on the experience of the property.
Currently, the property is accessed by a short driveway into an area of cleared vegetation. The
neighboring property to the west is visible, and will likely have a large visible home from this
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entry point. Road noise from Rabbit Creek Road is present and sometimes disruptive to the
experience of the upper bench area.

Soil
Soil has been minimally disturbed, except where a gravel driveway was built in May of 2013. Soil
samples were taken at three sites: the upper bench, middle slope, and floodplain. I sampled the
soil at the property using a Rapitest® soil test kit. Each sample was taken from 4″ below the
surface, with rock and other organic matter removed, then the remaining soil mixed thoroughly.
I used Anchorage city tap water to perform the tests, which itself tested as having a neutral pH.
Soil acidity is indicated by pH. Nitrogen (N) helps plant foliage grow. Phosphorus (P) helps roots
and flowers develop. Potassium/Potash (K) is important for overall plant health.
Based on this testing, the floodplain soil at site #3 is the best place for planting and the only
place not deficient of nitrogen. Documentation of these tests are in Appendix F.

Aesthetics & Experience
The experience of the property is influenced by the aesthetics of the area. Major factors
influencing aesthetics include vegetation, topography (local view and larger viewshed), water
(beauty, relaxation), and wildlife (for viewing enjoyment). The feeling of privacy is important for
how the property is experienced. Privacy is determined by topography (whether view of
neighbors is blocked), vegetation (feeling of solitude in the forest), and water (which masks
unnatural sounds). Aesthetics on the property in turn affect the aesthetics and experience of the
neighborhood.
The best view from the property is seen from the southeast corner of the upper bench. From
this area, you can see Cook Inlet, the Aleutian Mountains, Redoubt Volcano, and the western
Kenai Peninsula to the west. To the south you can see the Anchorage Hillside and the top of the
Kenai Mountains. To the east you can see Flat Top Mountain, Peaks 2, 3, and 4, and Ptarmigan
Peak.
A big birch tree left after clearing of vegetation on the upper bench provides shade for the picnic
area. From this location you can hear the creek but the road noise is predominant. Down slope,
the creek overlook is the first view of Little Rabbit Creek from a flat spot on an otherwise sloping
area. From here and to the south, the sound of the creek is dominant over the road. As one
approaches within 0 to 50 feet of the creek, the road usually cannot be heard at all.

Permaculture Design Recommendations
The final design is presented on the last map in Appendix E. First, I’ll describe the systems and elements
placed on the map and the rationale for their locations. Then I will describe the functions of the design
and how they are integrated.
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Placement of Systems and Elements
Siting the buildings was the first step in laying out the design for this property. I located four suitable
sites that are potential cabin locations, as well as a location for a garage and greenhouse. The primary
building site is located on the middle slope in a central area of the property. The primary building
location and alternate locations each have pros and cons, which are described below.
Building Site #1
This site is located on a small flat terrace on the upper portion of a south-facing slope, near 690’
elevation. This area of the property receives the most solar radiation at both summer and winter
solstice, 5311 and 1.1 Wh/m2/day respectively. This site has the most natural sound due to its proximity
to the creek, and is fairly well protected from road noise by the slope. This location has the best view of
the creek of any of the four. The slope provides privacy from neighboring lots and the road. It is unlikely
that anyone would be able to view activity at this site. The vegetation is natural and trees shade the
area. The slope and vegetation protect this location from wind to a greater degree than the building
sites upslope.
Ideally, the building site would be closer to the creek, but had to be outside of an 85’ buffer where no
permanent structures are allowed. There is not a view of the ocean or mountains from this building site.
Although the winter solar radiation is greatest at this site, the amount of light is close to zero. This
location will likely feel darker in winter than locations #2 and #4 which are at a higher elevation with a
view of the horizon. This location is down a slope and farther from the driveway than sites #2 and #4,
which will make it harder to build a cabin and harder to deliver goods brought to the property, such as
building supplies and groceries. There is not a pre-approved wastewater system associated with this
building site, which would require a new perk test, a composting toilet, or walking to bathroom facilities
built upslope.
Building Site #2
This site is located on a south-facing slope, just below the slope break of the upper bench, near 710’
elevation. This site receives the second most solar radiation at both summer and winter solstice, 5290
and 1.0 Wh/m2/day respectively. This location will likely feel lighter in winter than locations #1 and #3
which are at a lower elevation without a view of the horizon. This site is somewhat protected from road
noise by the slope, and the creek can be heard. This location has a filtered view of Cook Inlet and the
Chugach Mountains through the trees, which have partially been cleared. The slope provides privacy
from being seen from the road, and will provide some privacy from the neighboring lots, although a
cabin here could be viewed from Lot 4. You could likely engineer a wastewater system to utilize the
existing approved location from this site, leaving open the option for conventional plumbing within the
cabin.
There is not much shade at this location. This site will be more exposed to wind than sites #1 and #3, but
less exposed than site #4. A cabin here would benefit from a windbreak planted along the lot line to the
east. Here the road noise is a bit more prominent than the creek. The creek is not visible. This location is
down a slope and farther from the driveway than site #4, which will make it harder to build a cabin and
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harder to deliver goods brought to the property, such as building supplies and groceries, but is easier to
access than sites #1 and #3.
Building Site #3
This site is located on a south-facing slope, just above the floodplain area of the property, at about 660’
elevation. This site receives the least solar radiation at both summer and winter solstice, 5049 and 0.5
Wh/m2/day respectively. This site is dominated by natural sounds of the creek, and is fairly well
protected from road noise by the slope and being the farthest distance from the road. This site is
completely natural and feels the most secluded. The view over the floodplain is pleasing, and has the
best opportunity for viewing grazing moose from the cabin. It is unlikely that anyone would be able to
view activity at this site. The vegetation is natural and trees shade the area. The slope and vegetation
protect this location from wind.
There is not a view of the ocean, mountains, or creek from this building site. This site will not receive
direct sunlight in winter and will likely feel dark and secluded. This location is down a slope and farther
from the driveway than sites #2 and #4, which will make it harder to build a cabin and harder to deliver
goods brought to the property, such as building supplies and groceries. There is not a pre-approved
wastewater system associated with this building site, which would require a new perk test, a
composting toilet, or walking to bathroom facilities built upslope.
Building Site #4
This site is located on a flat to slightly west-facing slope on the upper bench, near 715’ elevation. This
location is nearest to the driveway which will make it easy to build a cabin and deliver goods brought to
the property, such as building supplies and groceries. This site receives the third most solar radiation at
both summer and winter solstice, 5132 and 0.8 Wh/m2/day respectively. This location will feel the most
light in both summer and winter because of the expansive view of the horizon and few trees. From here
you can see Cook Inlet, Redoubt Volcano, the Kenai Peninsula, and the Chugach Mountains. Here you
can utilize the existing approved location for a wastewater system, leaving open the option for
conventional plumbing within the cabin.
This site is not protected from road noise, and the creek can barely be heard. The creek is also not
visible. There is very little shade at this location. This site will be most exposed to wind of any of the
four, and would benefit from a windbreak planted along the lot line to the east. This is the least private
building site and a cabin here will very likely be viewed from Lot 4 and the road. This is likely the most
attractive building site for the average Hillside resident because of the view and easy access. In case the
client decides to sell the property, it probably makes sense to leave this building site open as to not
preclude an easy building option for a future owner.
Workshop
The workshop is located near the driveway, which will provide easy access to deliver goods such as
building supplies and tools. This building will function as a storage shed, a place to work on carpentry,
woodworking, or other projects, and could also be built to function as a garage or pantry. This building
could house the bathroom and shower facilities, utilizing the approved wastewater system location.
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Kitchen facilities could be housed here as well, or could be built into the cabin(s) since a kitchen does
not necessitate indoor plumbing the same way a toilet and shower do. Occupants of the cabin(s) down
slope will be able to visit the workshop as needed. This may be the only building on the property with
indoor plumbing, and then would be the only building that would have to be continually heated yearround to keep pipes from freezing. Near the road and driveway, it will be easy to access and maintain. In
this location, the building would complement a future home at site #4. It will also provide a privacy
barrier between this and Lot 4.
Greenhouse
The greenhouse is located on the upper bench to be close to the workshop, where tools and supplies
will be stored. The greenhouse can utilize greywater from the workshop. It is located where there is
much summer sunlight, and presumably the least late-spring snow. Although the greenhouse is located
far from the garden areas down below, seedlings will only need to be brought to those locations a
couple of times during the summer to be planted for the remainder of the season. Because those
locations are downhill, this should not be too much work for the gardener.
Decks
Two decks are proposed: one on the upper bench, and another near the primary building site. The upper
deck is located at the best viewpoint from the property. While it may not be ideal to occupy this area full
time due to the road noise and less privacy, this is a very enjoyable place to relax and enjoy the view,
often with a nice soft breeze in summer, and is generally free of mosquitos. This area is easy to access,
will be a nice gathering space for friends and family, and a nice place to work outside on projects. The
deck near cabin site #1 will provide a place to sit outside the home to enjoy the view and sound of the
creek in an area where visitors commonly stop and comment on the serenity.
Firepits
Two firepit locations provide the client other ways to recreate, and are gathering spaces for friends and
family. The firepit on the upper bench is associated with the viewing deck to relax and entertain guests.
The second firepit is located in a more secluded area of the lot, near building site #3. This area is raised
above the floodplain, which allows for a view overlooking the gardens and will have fewer mosquitos
than the garden areas. The firepits will utilize the dead and downed wood on the lot, making it more
safe from potential wildfire.
Hot Tub & Sauna
The client would like to have a wood-fired hot tub on site for relaxation. The hot tub would utilize
running water from Little Rabbit Creek and dead and downed wood from the lot. Also, a sauna would
provide an opportunity to recreate, but also to bathe without using the workshop. These are located an
area that has a beautiful view of the creek with an adjacent swimming hole. Cooled greywater from the
hot tub could be used to water the gardens which are a bit downslope.
Woodpiles
Various woodpiles are located around the property to organize downed and dead wood into fewer
locations. This will deter the spread of a wildfire. Woodpiles near the road are placed to provide a sound
barrier and increase privacy. Other woodpiles are located near cabin sites or firepits for easy access.
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Huglekultur
Hugelkultur is a type of raised garden bed where logs are laid down, then covered with soil, and
perennial vegetation is planted. They make good gardens, privacy barriers, and windbreaks. Three are
suggested for this site. The two to the west are for privacy from Lot 4, and the one to the east is a
windbreak from winter storms. The rotting logs will provide nutrients for the perennial plants, while
utilizing the dead wood on the property. A suggested vegetation design for the windbreaks is presented
in Appendix G and more information can be found at http://www.richsoil.com/hugelkultur/.

Figure 5. Hugelkultur is a type of raised garden bed that makes a good privacy barrier or windbreak
(Wheaton, 2013).
Gardens and Food Forest
Garden #1 is a kitchen garden located near the primary cabin site. This garden will provide vegetables
and herbs commonly used for cooking, teas, and salads. Garden sites #2 and #3 will grow annual or
perennial vegetables that require more room and take longer to grow: brassicas, peas, root vegetables,
and so on. Garden site #4 is a food forest, which is a low-maintenance, sustainable way of producing a
yield while letting nature do much of the work for you. A food forest should be established in layers as
shown in Figure 6 below. For this property, plants should be interspersed with the native forest
vegetation such as an increase in berry bushes and the addition of apple trees. The client should
emphasize native plants, and follow the patterns of nature for nearly maintenance-free food production
in the food forest. Designs for these sites are in Appendix G.
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Figure 6. The layers of a food forest.
Trails
A network of trails connects the main property elements. A boardwalk from the driveway to the upper
deck provides an experience for the visitor that reminds them to slow down and allows them to take in
the view on the way to the cabin site(s). Other trails provide easier access to cabins, gardens, or other
features. The client wants to have a reason to visit all four corners of the property. Some of the trails not
directly connecting activity nodes are laid out to provide that experience.

Functions of the Design
Shelter
Shelters on the property are distributed. Several small structures each have a focused purpose, rather
than designing one large building that serves all functions. Having several small structures allows
buildings to be cited more carefully. For example, the cabin can be placed down slope with more
privacy, while the workshop can be near the driveway for easy access. In contrast, a large home with an
attached garage could only work in one location (site #4) which would make it more difficult to enjoy all
the property has to offer. Small buildings under 200 ft2 do not have to be approved through the city,
making them easier to design and implement. Wood from the property can be utilized to reduce wastes,
reduce the carbon footprint, make the buildings more economical, and allow for use of natural
materials.
Utilizing multiple smaller spaces means heating smaller spaces, and only heating those spaces needed at
that particular time. This is in contrast to a large home with extensive indoor plumbing that needs to be
kept above freezing all year long. In this design, if the client chooses to have indoor plumbing in the
workshop, only that space will need to be kept above freezing, while the cabin(s) and other outbuildings
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can be allowed to freeze when not being utilized. Having multiple buildings allows for the option to have
a caretaker cabin which can be rented to generate an income from the property, and to have someone
regularly on-site for maintenance of snow and buildings in winter and gardens in summer.
Water
There are three water sources on the property. One is a well that the client is likely to drill near the
southwest corner of the driveway. Water from this well would be used in the workshop if indoor
plumbing is installed. Clean water or greywater from this source would flow horizontally to the
greenhouse or downhill to the cabin(s) or garden. A pitcher pump could be used to bring water on
demand, possibly relieving the need to keep the workshop from freezing in between uses of the water
system.
A second source is rainwater harvesting. Rain barrel collection systems should be utilized at the
greenhouse, gardens, and cabin sites. Even if a well is installed, rainwater collection systems gather
water for free, without electricity to run a pump, and the water is already nearby the location you want
to utilize it. This system will reduce the need to run a well pump, which will save energy and money. This
also ensures that if the well breaks down, there is water available on site. Consider installing a rainwater
collection system that gathers in an underground tank beneath the cabin so that the water could be
used during the winter months.
A third source is Little Rabbit Creek. The client probably does not have water rights to the creek. Taking
minimal amounts of surface runoff for a wood-fired hot tub, steam bath (sauna), or occasional watering
of gardens is probably an acceptable level of use. In the event the first two systems should fail, there will
be creek water to use, or in the winter months, snow to melt for drinking and cooking. If the client
established water rights, a rife ram pump could be used to bring water from the creek upslope to the
cabin sites or workshop, but this likely would work only in summer.
Access
The property is first accessed from Rabbit Creek Road, a major thoroughfare. Then a driveway leads a
short distance into the property. The driveway was purposefully short so that the client can enjoy
walking, not driving, through the property to access buildings, gardens, and other sites. The main
property access is through a network of trails that connect the driveway to the cabin(s), following along
contour lines for the path of least resistance or using switchbacks to make traversing the slope easier.
The pathways should be made wide enough to allow for two persons passing, or for a wheelbarrow or
garden cart. Trails should be developed earlier than other elements in order to concentrate impacts as
planned.
Energy
This property has many options for energy, including sun, wind, water, biomass, electricity from the grid,
and natural gas.
Electricity should be brought to the lot to power tools for building cabins, and as a backup system to a
sustainable energy system that should be built for the long term. Sustainable electricity could potentially
be generated using solar panels, small-scale wind, or microhydro.
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Passive solar design should be used in the cabin(s), which will face south with good sun exposure.
Radiant materials inside the home and proper insulation (preferably natural material like clay/straw) will
collect warmth during the day and release it during cooler times at night. Build an arctic entry. Look into
options for using solar hot water in the workshop.
There should be three ways of producing heat. Use an efficient stove for burning wood. A rocket mass
stove may be a good option. The client is interested in a Tuliviki stove, which is very efficient, but
expensive. A small oil stove would be a good backup heating system, as would electric space heaters
(which should be used as a last option because they are energy intensive).
Soil Improvement
Soil quality is already high and should be maintained or improved through crop rotation and
composting. An indoor worm composting system should be used for food wastes to keep from attracting
bears. This system can be stored in the workshop to keep the worms from freezing in winter.
Food Production
This site is already producing food from native plants that include blueberry, cranberry, elderberry,
raspberry, and currant. Soil in the floodplain area is fertile and ready to grow vegetables. Building raised
beds will lengthen the growing season because soil will be more exposed and warm up sooner in spring.
Utilizing companion planting will increase yield.
Soil near the primary cabin site will need to be amended with a nitrogen source. Initially this could come
from a local nitrogen source such as processed fish (sold in stores in Anchorage) or the garden site could
first be planted with a cover crop such as lupine. The food forest area is already growing native fruiting
shrubs and would likely take well to further propagation of similar species. At the south end of the food
forest, in the open and fertile floodplain area, one or two apple trees could be grown with lupine
planted beneath to restore nitrogen as it’s depleted from the soil.
A root cellar should be built to store food. This will save space in a small cabin, keep food cool without
using power, and keep food more safe from bears.
Waste Management
Human wastes are not currently utilized in this design. If the client chooses to use a composting toilet,
this should be addressed. Food wastes are utilized through a worm composting system. Dead and down
wood is used for heat and hugelkultur, and woodpiles provide privacy barriers.
Animals
Domestic animals are not included in this design because the client does not plan to be present full time,
and this is not his primary home. Poultry and farm animals are also not allowed by the covenants of the
subdivision. Wild animals will need to be managed. In particular, moose will need to be deterred from
entering the garden. Occupants will need to be aware of the potential to attract bears and take steps to
keep the area bear safe.
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Community & Economics
Part of permaculture is an integration of people and community. To improve your community, use this
design and implementation at your site as an example to inspire others. Share the information with
neighbors-to-be. Give tours for friends, family, and others who are interested, such as the Anchorage
Permaculture Guild. Hold workshops at your property to simultaneously teach techniques to others and
get help with your projects. Use this plan as an example to make inroads with city planners, to make
permaculture more acceptable.
Consider building a second dwelling on the site. Renting the dwelling would provide many positive
functions. First, it would generate an income from the property, which may mean that the property does
not have to be sold. Depending on the cabin design, it could pay for itself in two to five years. Second,
this dwelling could provide a caretaker situation, such that someone would be present on the land on a
continual basis. This would allow for continuity in maintenance of gardens in summer and buildings in
winter (such as keeping pipes from freezing). A caretaker/renter might be younger than the client and
would bring in physical energy to complete tasks. This person may also bring an expanded network of
friends/family to contribute to work on site, or to enjoyment of community.
Disaster Prevention
The following precautions should be taken to be ready for disasters.
Wind storms: build windbreaks, place major structures in areas protected from wind topographically.
Wildfire: cut and pile dead and down wood to remove continuous tinder, burn wood for heat and use it
in hugelkultur to remove it from the site.
Volcanic eruption: have backup supplies stored, utilize a root cellar.
Flood: do not build permanent structures in the floodplain area of the property. Flood is very unlikely at
this location.

Suggested Timeline
2013
Have important conversations about the future of the site: consider whether site will be sold,
used recreationally, and/or become income-producing (i.e. building a rental/caretaker cabin).
Clear individual dead standing trees near the four building sites.
Continue to cut and stack firewood.
Cut and stack cabin logs.
Create firepit sites.
Place hugelkutur piles.
Design cabin(s).
Begin searching Craigslist and other community sources for free and recycled materials.
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2014
Apply to city for building permits early in the year.
Design and mark trail system early in the season to guide foot traffic and reduce impacts to the
natural vegetation.
Plant the hugelkultur piles.
Install grid-tied electricity.
Drill well.
Build sauna/hot tub.
Build cabin(s).
Establish facilities for human waste.
Install systems for gathering water (from well and rainwater).
Research sustainable energy alternatives to reduce energy usage and/or feed back into the grid.

2015 and Beyond
Begin on-site composting system.
Formalize trail system.
Build greenhouse.
Build workshop.
Create and plant garden spaces.
Install renewable energy system.
Continue accepting feedback and working to improve the property and fulfill our goals
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Appendix A
Permaculture Design Principles
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Permaculture Ethics
This plan is guided by the following permaculture ethics.

 Earth care
Build and rebuild natural capital

 People care
Look after self, kin, and community

 Fair share
Set limits and redistribute surplus

Figure A-1. Symbology of permaculture ethics (Holmgren, 2008)
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Design Elements
The following seven permaculture design elements should be considered in every design. Bulleted
information provides examples of how each element could be utilized by the client in this design.

Figure A-2. Permaculture flower (Holmgren, 2008)

 Finances and economics
Alternative exchange systems reduce reliance on the fragile monetary economy
Bartering, carpooling, car sharing

 Health and spiritual well-being
Taking more personal responsibility for our own well-being
Reconnection of spiritual and cultural values to place, practice body/mind/spirit disciplines
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 Education and culture
Redefining how we learn by becoming more active and encouraging creativity
Share permaculture plan to inspire friends and neighbors

 Tools and technology
Human ingenuity used to transform energy from our environment to more useful resources
Craft, reuse, creative recycling, hand tools, bicycles, efficient wood stoves, organic waste fuels,
micro-hydro and small-scale wind, grid-tied renewable power generation, energy storage

 Building
Infrastructure that can enhance our way of life while minimizing long-term impact
Tiny houses, water harvesting, waste reuse, passive solar design

 Land and nature stewardship
Permaculture begins with understanding nature, working with rather than against her
Food forest, organic agriculture, natural farming, keyline water harvesting, wild harvesting and
hunting

 Land tenure and community governance
Develop new ways to provide access to land and govern our communities
Share the land with a caretaker/renter
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Design Principles Used by the Elements
The following 12 permaculture design principles are used to bring forth actions to address the 7
design elements. Some actions fit under multiple principles and are presented more than once. The
examples below can be implemented by the client in this design to increase harmony with the land
and the community.

Figure A-3. Symbology of permaculture design principles (Holmgren, 2008)

 Observe and interact
By taking the time to engage with nature we can design solutions that suit our particular
situation
Spend time observing the place in all seasons, preferably all months
Listen quietly
Take photos and video for reference later
Reflect on how the natural systems work and where regenerative work could be integrated
Client interviews

 Catch and store energy
By developing systems that collect resources when they are abundant, we can use them in
times of need
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Grow/gather and store food for other seasons
Utilize root cellar to keep food cool in summer, outdoor storage to keep things frozen in winter
Utilize wind, solar, or microhydro energy and battery banks
Energy efficienct and passive solar building design
Rainwater harvesting

 Obtain a yield
Ensure that you are getting truly useful rewards as part of the work that you are doing
Maintain a garden
Grow/gather and store food for other seasons
Create a food forest

 Apply self-regulation and accept feedback
We need to discourage inappropriate activity to ensure that systems can continue to function
well
Bartering and trading favors for work or goods
Experimentation
Continuous improvement and analysis of the site’s systems
Native plant landscaping (can be integrated with food forest)
Passive solar design
Acceptance of the land’s biological capacity

 Use and value renewable resources and services
Make the best use of nature’s abundance to reduce our consumptive behavior and dependence
on non-renewable resources
Utilize wind, solar, and microhydro energy and battery banks
Passive solar design for cabin
Wood heat

 Produce no waste
By valuing and making use of all the resources that are available to us, nothing goes to waste
Worm composting
Utilize gray water
Share tools with friends and neighbors
Salvage and re-use of building materials
Build with logs from on site
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 Design from patterns to details
By stepping back, we can observe patterns in nature and society. These can form the backbone
of our designs, with the details filled in as we go
Use maps to evaluate landscapes
Design based on landscape patterns integrated with what is learned while observing the site

 Integrate rather than segregate
By putting the right things in the right place, relationships develop between them and they
support each other
Companion planting and plant guilds
Share permaculture plan with neighbors to potentially inspire sustainable practices on
neighboring lands
Food forest
Share the harvest
Integration of numerous systems in order to provide multiple functions and increased efficiency

 Use small and slow solutions
Small and slow systems are easier to maintain than big ones, making better use of local
resources and produce more sustainable outcomes
Underground food storage instead of refrigeration
Rainwater harvesting instead of well pump
Sauna instead of shower facility
Composting toilet instead of conventional plumbing
Wood heat instead of natural gas
Implement this design slowly as development unfolds
Don’t replace things that are already working until necessary

 Use and value diversity

Diversity reduces vulnerability to a variety of threats and takes advantage of the unique
nature of the environment in which it resides
Food forest
Native plant landscaping (can be integrated with food forest)
Plant guilds
Encourage community involvement in design and implementation
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 Use edges and value the marginal
The interface between things is where the most interesting events take place; these are often
the most valuable, diverse and productive elements in the system
Food forest
Hugelkultur
Site cabin to strategically utilize edge habitat, which will provide some sun and some shade,
some exposure and some privacy, and provide niches for growing and storing food.

 Creatively use and respond to change

We can have a positive impact on inevitable change by carefully observing, and then
intervening at the right time
Carefully record progress
Keep track of unexpected outcomes
Practice kaizen (adaptive management)
Plan how to best utilize resources seasonally (different plans for summer and winter)
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Appendix B
Client Interview
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Discuss how important the following elements are (perhaps rank them) view,
privacy, natural soundscape, low building costs
The client wants to be able to sit on a deck, absorb sun, hear the creek, feel peaceful, not necessarily a
gorgeous view with expansive windows; house should feel cozy and secure; be outside enjoying a
natural feeling, it’s not all about the view; sound is important (more creek, less road); don’t want to be
locked inside looking out; don’t want to build a big structure–wants smaller and higher quality with
unique features; building should look special, not generic sheetrock construction; cost is pretty
unimportant–it’s a factor but not the driving factor; privacy is important; does not have to be invisible
from the road, but needs a secluded feeling–don’t want neighbors looking at the people outside on the
deck or in through the windows.

Are there any codes, covenants, or other regulations I should be aware of?
Can give me a copy of covenants and the plat–cannot put a trailer on the lot, no horses; covenants are
relatively unrestrictive; 85 foot horizontal setback from the stream for permanent structures; 25 foot
setback from stream where no natural vegetation disturbance should occur (i.e. don’t cut the trees).

How do you want to take care of human waste–is an outhouse or composting
toilet an option?
Outhouse is not an option due to city rules; composting toilet would be fine; conventional perk test has
been done, so a small conventional leach field is an option–has to be placed where the plat says it would
be which is on the upper bench; that may restrict building options, so instead think about a composting
toilet, a portapotty, or another perk test on the lot.

Do you envision this as one structure or multiple?
Attracted to multiple structures rather than one big one where you try to get everything into one house,
so long as it does not lose the natural character of the lot; potentially could build a shop with apt on top
on the upper bench with a conventional drainfield–that would serve as the main shower and toilet for
other smaller structures on the lot.

What kind of recreational elements are important to you (i.e. trails, deck,
sauna, garden, etc.)
Deck, greenhouse, maybe an aquaponics system, garden, wood-fired hot tub, not necessarily into a
sauna.

How often will you spend time on the property?
A few days at a time to relax, or weekends with grandkids and friends, a place to do a project for a few
days.

Do you plan to develop the property before you sell it? Over what time period?
If sold soon, will be sold as an undeveloped property. If kept, this will be the design he’d like to use, will
implement in phases. Keeping or selling depends on his wife’s willingness to keep the property as a
recreational area. There is incentive to leave the easiest building spot open in case it comes time to sell
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the lot; if there is a cabin built then it could become a guest house to the next buyer–in this expensive
area the buyer would probably want a big expensive home, not that many people that can afford the lot
want a tiny house; park your car up top at the end of driveway and use boardwalks or trails to the places
you want to go; have a reason to visit all four corners of the lot every day as part of the enjoyment of
being there, don’t get boxed in from the road to the driveway to the house up top with no reason to be
outside and walk around.

What four adjectives best describe your site?
Sunny, natural, diverse, enjoyable

Anything else I should know?
Wind comes from the east in the winter with 100 mph winds at least once per year; think about building
with a lower profile. Look at the windthrow pattern of the trees to see where the big winds come from.
Many green trees have blown down so the dead wood is not just all beetle kill; Low west sun can be a
problem using passive solar because sun is too direct and hot–then you have to close the shades and
cannot see the sun set; retain birch or other deciduous trees to provide that function.
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Appendix C
Site Photos
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Upper Bench
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Middle Slope
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Floodplain
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Appendix D
Relationships Among Primary Factors
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Figure D-1. Aesthetics is a function of many other elements which need to be preserved in order to
continue this function.

Figure D-2. Energy depends on other elements, but other elements do not depend on it. Energy is a
potential output from multiple elements in this system.
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Figure D-3. Climate is the second most inter-related element, following vegetation, and may be the
single most important element because it is a driver of vegetation, water, and energy. Climate is
something you cannot change, so one should choose a site carefully with good climate characteristics.

Figure D-4. Neighborhood is not yet developed in this relatively new subdivision.
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Figure D-5. Privacy depends on topography, vegetation, the neighborhood, and especially the sound
of the creek.

Figure D-6. Soil has a reciprocal relationship with water and vegetation.
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Figure D-7. Topography is related to many elements, including local climate, yet it is not affected by
any other elements. Like climate, it is an important and unchangeable factor.

Figure D-8. Vegetation is the most inter-related element. If affects six of the nine other elements, and
is affected by four other elements. This is a main driver in my system.
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Figure D-9. Water is connected to a variety of elements–from sustaining vegetation, to privacy created
by the sound of the creek, to potentially providing an energy source. It is one of the most important
and flexible design elements.

Figure D-10. Wildlife depend on water and vegetation and give back to aesthetics through enjoyment
of wildlife viewing.
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Figure D-11. The interconnected relationships of all major functions.
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Appendix E
Map Overlays and Permaculture Design
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ACCESS & CIRCULATION OVERLAY
Types of Flow
Traffic on Rabbit Creek Road
Flow the driveway
Walking to the picnic site
Direction of the stream

Date: 8/11/2013

Direction of Flow
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VEGETATION & WILDLIFE CORRIDORS OVERLAY
Vegetation
Birch
Fireweed
Lowbush Cranberry
Bunchberry
Dandelion
Pushki
Alder
White Spruce
Cottonwood

Date: 8/11/2013

Willow
Blueberry
Highbush cranberry
Mountain ash
Elderberry
Maidenhair fern
Fiddlehead fern
Twisted stalk
Club moss
Cinquefoil

Monkshood
Raspberry
Wild rose
Horsetail
Currant
Frogpelt lichen

Wildlife
Moose
Yellow-rumped warbler
Bald eagle
Common redpoll
Dark-eyed junco
Hermit thrush
Black-capped chickadee
Black-billed magpie
Alder flycatcher
Merlin

Area of Cleared
Vegetation
Wildlife Trail
(mostly moose)
Area where Vaccinium
species grow naturally
(mostly blueberry)
Big birch that provides
shade near picnic site
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Areawide Infrastructure

INFRASTRUCTURE OVERLAY
Trail (natural animal path
linked by human social trails)

Picnic Table

Culvert
Driveway
Telephone, Electric,
and Gas Lines

Date: 8/11/2013
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SOIL OVERLAY

Soil Test Site

Date: 8/11/2013

Soil Test #1
pH = 5.75 acid
N = N0 depleted
P = P2 adequate
K = K3 sufficient

Soil Test #2
pH = 6.0 acid
N = N0 depleted
P = P1 deficient
K = K4 surplus

Soil Test #3
pH = 6.25 acid to slight acid
N = N2 adequate
P = P2 adequate
K = K3 sufficient
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AESTHETICS & EXPERIENCE OVERLAY
Viewshed
From the viewpoint labeled, one can see:

Flow of Initial Experience

To the east: Flat Top Mountain, Peak 1, Peak 2,
Peak3, Peak 4, and Ptarmigan Peak

Area of Cleared
Vegetation

To the south: Little Rabbit Creek, the Hillside and
the top of the Kenai Peninsula mountains

Trail (natural animal path
linked by human social trails)

To the west: Cook Inlet, the Aleutian Range, Mount
Redoubt, and the Kenai Peninsula flats

Big birch that provides
shade near picnic site

Date: 8/11/2013

Viewshed
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PERMACULTURE DESIGN
Primary Building Site*

Alternate Building Site*

Well*

Deck*

Parking Area

Wood Piles*

Boardwalk*

Wood-fired Hot Tub*

Trail*

Fire Pit*

Culvert

(for privacy or windbreak)

Shed*

Swimming Area

Telephone, Electric &
Natural Gas Lines

Greenhouse*

Important Tree

10 foot Contour

*Refers to elements which do not currently exist on site.

Hugelkultur*

Garden & Food
Forest Areas*
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Appendix F
Soil Tests
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Site #1: Upper Bench

Figure F-1. Soil test pit for Site #1.

Figure F-2. Soil from Site #1.
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Figure F-3. pH test for Site #1.

Figure F-4. N, P, and K tests for Site #1.
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Site #2: Middle Slope

Figure F-5. Soil test pit for Site #2.

Figure F-6. Soil from Site #2.
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Figure F-7. pH test for Site #2.

Figure F-8. N, P, and K tests for Site #2.
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Site #3: Floodplain

Figure F-9. Soil test pit for Site #3.

Figure F-10. Soil from Site #3.
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Figure F-11. pH test for Site #3.

Figure F-12. N, P, and K tests for Site #3.
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Results

Results for Site #1:

pH = 5.75 acid
N = N0 depleted
P = P2 adequate
K = K3 sufficient

Results for Site #2:

pH = 6.0 acid
N = N0 depleted
P = P1 deficient
K = K4 surplus

Results for Site #3:

pH = 6.25 acid to slight acid
N = N2 adequate
P = P2 adequate
K = K3 sufficient
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Appendix G
Garden and Food Forest Designs
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Figure E-1. Design for a kitchen garden near the main cabin. These plants are commonly used for
cooking herbs, teas, and salads.
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Figure E-2. Design for food forest areas, to be interspersed with natural vegetation in canopy layers.
These fruit-bearing shrubs and trees are low maintenance perennials that will grow among the
naturally established forest plants.
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Figure E-3. Design for windbreaks. These flowering and fruit-bearing plants provide a pleasant
experience near the home or driveway while protecting from wind or providing privacy.
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